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BeatBreathing Live 
Making breathwork play 

Note: Please read and adhere to the health warning below prior to 
practicing the breathing protocols* 

Do you have a breathwork practice?  

Any form of conscious breathing where your awareness is on the breath would be 

considered a breathwork practice. Especially if you do it on a regular basis, like you 
would practice any sport or hobby.  

The sound of the word ‘work’ will bring up different connotations for different people. 
However, considering up to 45% of people are dissatisfied with their “work”, there’s a 

good chance that the association with the word isn’t awesome.  

Plus, most of us don’t want to do more work, what we really want, even if we don’t know 

it yet, is more play.  

“We don’t stop playing because we grow old.  
We  grow old because we stop playing” 

George Bernard Shaw 

For those avid breathwork practitioners, this workshop (playshop) is an opportunity for 

you to add something fun to your repertoire.  
And if you find it difficult to stick to a practice or have never had one, this will give you 

an opportunity to really love one.  

And why?  

 
Because we’re counting on two things.  

1) You like music - any form of music 
2) There are moments in your life when you could use a pick-me-up or that extra-

shot of happiness. In other words, an onramp to feeling great. 
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Little bit of science 
Brain imaging studies show that our favourite songs stimulate the brain's pleasure 

circuit, which releases an influx of dopamine, serotonin, oxytocin, and other neuro-
chemicals that make us feel good.  

In the world of Peak Performance we like to play around with stacking.  

We ask, What else can we add to the actions and environment to push ourselves to 

new levels of what is possible? Physically, mentally, emotionally and even spiritually. 

You will know the power of nostalgia, the ‘ERMAGHERD IT’S MEH SONG’ moment.  

We tend to get up and dance or at least move. We might shut our eyes and start to 
sing. 

We’re smiling.  

It’s rad.  

What we’re going to practice is adding in some conscious breathing to this stack.  

We’re going to practice letting go. 
Letting the magic unfold.  

Please write down three of your all time ‘ermagherd’ favourite songs?  
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Your chart 
Place your three songs on this chart. If you’re missing something. E.g. nothing 
in the bottom left ‘slow and calming’ quadrant, we recommend thinking 
about it and finding one song.  
 
This is especially helpful for calming down if you find yourself in a stressful 
situation. 

FYI Rob and I couldn’t work out a song in the top left ‘fast and calming’ 
quadrant, so don’t worry if that’s missing. And please send us one if you 
come across it.  
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Playing with the breath  

You are the conductor of your breath symphony and you can play around with these 
physiological and environmental components as much as you wish. 

Nose or Mouth  

Forceful or Soft 

Stomach or Chest 

Fast or Slow 

Mute or Sound 

Stationary or Moving 

Training or Gameday 

BTW Please don’t stop here. This is play. There are no rules, a few guidelines here and 
there, but that’s all. You have permission to run wild.  
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Health Warning* 
Caution: 
These breathwork protocols are not advised for anyone suffering from the 
following without direct supervision and approval from a medical or psychiatric 
professional:  

● Severe Panic Attack Disorder  
● Chronic Anxiety  
● Depression  
● Bipolar  
● Schizophrenia  
● PTSD  

 
We also recommend general caution for those with one or more of the following 
conditions should also consult their medical professional for guidance:  

● Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)  
● Epilepsy  
● Pregnancy  
● Detached Retina  
● Prior Strokes or Heart Attack/Angina  
● A history or Aneurysms  
● High blood pressure (medicated or unmedicated)  
● Recently recovered from COVID-19  
● Emphysema  
● Asthma  
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Invite 
Rob and I run a weekly Breathplay Session which includes Beatbreathing. 
It’s a casual half hour with a mix of breathplay and the science behind it. 

Mostly play :) Click here to come play Tuesday 630pm-7pm  

Resources  
Dadirri - To Listen Deeply 

Slow-Mo - Documentary 

The Musical Brain - Documentary 

Moon - Kid Francescoli 

Sia - Alive 

 

If you’d like to reach out to me with any questions or even want to share how you 
landed. 

Email benny@101tokens.com  

Thanks for playing, 

Benny Wallington and Rob Gronbeck 

Blue Chip Minds. 
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Notes:


